
 

Sherwood Dungeon Pet Hack V10

1. make your sherwood name look exactly like this: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. (if
you want, -iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii- works too) another words 29 is, or 27 is with a

on each side. on ce make bytes=text. make sure to check : also scan
read only memory. ok in ce first scan iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. you will get 2-3
black results. double click all black results. change value to what you

want your name to be. 2. now delete an i from your name on sherwood
log in screen. funny name, huh delete the box you see (very closest thing
to the log in icon.) thats it! d o n o t. but if you can't beat them, join them.

this hack will alter the way your character behaves by changing the
values of the personality attributes of your character. these values are
randomly determined and are very similar to the original personality

attributes in terms of effect on character behavior. the values are: and
each value is also modified by your character's level. the hack will

calculate a value for your level based on your character's current level
(from the character selection screen), and will then determine your

current attribute based on that level. for example, a level 1 girl will be
modified as follows: this hack uses the same system as the girl hack to

determine the new personality attributes of the character, and because it
uses a random number generator (and all the calculations are done on
the fly), there is no point in adding new hacks. if you wish to see all the

personality attributes for a character as a result of this hack, just add the
personality_attributes line to your global.txt. the hack will save the data

into your game.log, but the data will not be shown in the character
selection screen. this can be useful to see all of the personality attributes

of a character, but does not work with the character selection screen,
which only shows the modified attributes. this hack does not include the

sex_attributes line, so if you wish to see what a female character's
attributes will be as a result of this hack, you will have to hack her as well.

if you want to see a male character's attributes, you will have to hack
him.
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if you are new to sherwood dungeon, please take a close look at these
sets of fighting rules and strategies. these strategies will help you easily
defeat monsters (in pve combat) and other players (in pvp). a lot of new
players quit playing sherwood dungeon because they find pve as well as
pvp too difficult. the best way to win battles with other players is to use
the tricks of the game to your own advantage. this means using the way

the game itself is set up, not outside codes. 1. scan 3000 in the cheat
engine value box. (or a bit further if you are getting errors). 2. right click

on the word "response" then click on "replace". now in the value box type
(or scan for) 6015 and then click "replace". 3. do the hack again, but this
time change the value to 5. then scan for 7010. click "replace" and the
value should change to 5. scan for 7015. click "replace". 4. do the hack
again, but this time change the value to 6. scan for 8010. 5. do the hack
again, but this time change the value to 7. scan for 9015. 6. do the hack
again, but this time change the value to 8. scan for 10. change the value

to 9. scan for 11. change the value to 10. scan for 12. change the value to
11. scan for 13. change the value to 12. scan for 14. change the value to
13. scan for 15. change the value to 14. scan for 16. change the value to
15. scan for 17. change the value to 16. scan for 18. change the value to
17. scan for 19. change the value to 18. scan for 20. change the value to
19. scan for 21. change the value to 20. scan for 22. change the value to
21. scan for 23. change the value to 22. scan for 24. change the value to
23. scan for 25. change the value to 24. scan for 26. change the value to
25. scan for 27. change the value to 26. scan for 28. change the value to
27. scan for 29. change the value to 28. scan for 30. change the value to
29. scan for 31. change the value to 30. scan for 32. change the value to
31. scan for 33. change the value to 32. scan for 34. change the value to
33. scan for 35. change the value to 34. scan for 36. change the value to
35. scan for 37. change the value to 36. scan for 38. change the value to
37. scan for 39. change the value to 38. scan for 40. change the value to
39. scan for 41. change the value to 40. scan for 42. change the value to
41. scan for 43. change the value to 42. scan for 44. change the value to
43. scan for 45. change the value to 44. scan for 46. change the value to
45. scan for 47. change the value to 46. scan for 48. change the value to
47. scan for 49. change the value to 48. scan for 50. change the value to
49. scan for 51. change the value to 50. scan for 52. change the value to
51. scan for 53. change the value to 52. scan for 54. change the value to
53. scan for 55. change the value to 54. scan for 56. change the value to
55. scan for 57. change the value to 56. scan for 58. change the value to

57. scan for 59. 5ec8ef588b
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